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A Twelve-Year Journey to Tenure
By Clinton Elliott
the case. I have been at Stanford. Harvard, somebody who sets that standard you
For many students, enduring the 20- Yale. Osgoode-Hall (Canada), UClA. and compare yourself with. According to this
minute interview sessions in Room 200 Is several other schools. I feel as though I approach. gender dl!ference is the evil of
a little bit of an ordeal. Still others deplore havebeenona 12-yearjob lnterviewthatls women's situation because It enforces the
the half and full-day "flybacks" required to finally over," she added. "It Is sort ofllke non sameness of women and men .... To
secure an offer. But very few Indeed would being In a bomb s helter for a while and then femJn lsm, equality means the aspiration to
want to withstand the demands of a 12- starting to feel yourself afterwards to see It eradica te not gender differentiation, but
year job interview process the way that you are still in one piece.·
/ geJ111fVt1erarchy ... We stand for an end to
Catharine A. MacKinnon has.
'l>bf~ted options,
MacKinnon Js quick lo polnl out that
The newly tenured faculty member and during those years she was not always and soc~J
. Differentia author of numerous books on femJnis m subjected to overt forms of hostility. Per - tio~jo,.[eminis .
~listrategy in
and pornography thinks that her position haps more distracting were the inces~A ~ee~fRI;W~n m~ Libe~m has been
here at Michigan and transition to the Law challenges her Ideas confronted in 'CUI.~t/Jat#erslve for tf~HUhat it signals that we
School's ed ucational environment has an "ma<ket place" olldeas found a t the typtcal 4.~ ~~are ourselves
Important element of repose.
Jaw school.
with m'eif.ftO
lves by male
It's not that she Is tired or especially
"It was not just a sense of hostllity I s tandards. on m
(p. 22)
worn out after a career path that took her found, It was more a n attitude of · prove it
Confronted with a legal and social
to I 0 universities in 12 years. Indeed. to me' that I was always up against. I never edifice that she views as laboring beneath
where one would expect to see signs of felt that I was running for their (her critics) the weight of male values and biases.
fatigue and exhaustion. they are quickly approval ratings. but If they are constantly MacKin non has chosen to define a distincpresented with a feisty and redoubtable keeplng track. It can be sort of d raining." Uve. pro-female pos ition that departs from
composure-resolute in Its substance and MacKinnon said. "Here at Michigan, no an almost reflexive tendency to view one's
confrontational in Its style. Rather. MacK- one has to worry about wha t they think self In relation to the prevailing male s taninnon believes that it Is time to put the about MacKin non. Students really get the dard. Of course, this Is a road to equaiJty
petty, employment-related political battles benefit. They can engage In a s tandard that Is littered with obstacles and barriers,
behind her and focu s on the formidable Intellectual critique-there Is no pressure not the least of which Is the need to create
task of cha nging a society Impregnated for them to come to a decision about what cha nge In a society dominated by the very
interest s he seeks to oppose.
they think about me.·
with anti-female biases.
MacKinnon's chief con tribu tion to the
"We use whatever we have and create
During a wide-ranging Interview with
The Res Gestae, MacKinnon discussed the curriculum has been her perspectives on whatever we don't have,· MacKinnon said.
rigors of her career path, her initial Impres- the situation of wome n In American society "Americans s incerely do believe we have
sions of Michigan, her views on legal edu- and her artlculallon of a distinctive view of equalJty. When you expose them to the
cation, the epistemological thrust of her the socio-political hierarchy of gender and realJty and s how them that equalJty really
latest work. the battle against pornogra- powerthatshe believes pervades Arnerican doesn't eJdst. you can work with that ensociety. Asked whether her view of male- ergy. The majority has a real desire for
phy. and the civil rights movement.
!he term 'transition' suggests that I female interactions in society has an an- equality that has not been delivered. An
am comJng from a stable situation.· MacK- thropologlcal or politJcal basis. she seizes awful lot of people know that there is a big
innon said. !hat definitely has not been upon the latter. while confessing the influ- problem out there.· MacKinnon said, who
ence of the former.
favors grass roots organizing and political
"I have a very political view of male- consciousness-raising.
female rela tions. lnequalJty. which Is my
In herlatest work. Towan:ls A Feminist
In terest, Is a political ins titution that Is Theory of S tate . MacKinnon focuses on a
created and extended by d omJnant groups variety of social and political dilemmas
for their own benefit ,· MacKinnon said. confronting women and attempts to define
"InequalJty Is perpetua ted and maintained a theory of the modem state that explicitly
throughout society by many factors. In- recognizes the seminal influence of gender.
The largest crowd of the season (at
eluding the Jaw.
"I focus on sex and class. What I am
least 40) watched the Thongs Ice hockey
"The real paradox here is that there are trying to do Is develop a methodological
squad defeat the NROTC team 5-1 on
Jaws against inequality. Generally, the law argument that shows the 'male' quality of
November 14 in their first playoff game.
doesn't give people things they do not have , the s tate. Gender Is the s ta te," MacKinnon
Overcoming the bruises inllicted by a
It generally protects the status quo.· she said. ' i am also doing this as a basis for
hard-hitting Navy team, which had blitzed
their previous two opponents by scores of added. "If if were common for people In the creating a political ideology for all women.·
The Civil Rights Monment and
United States to be routinely detained for
18-1 and 23-0. the Thongs played their
political reasons. against their will. lt would
Women: Stratn. in the Alliance?
bes t game of the season.
In his 1987 book Plural But Eqtllll:
Chris White scored two goals. includ- seem bizarre to have a legal system that
ing the clincher at 11 :43 of the third guarantees liberty. The reality Is that there Blacks and other MtnorttCes tn America's
period, when he maneuvered the puck Is no equality ou t there, yet we have statu- Plural Society. Harold Cruse notes that
tory laws on equalJty that exist in further- there Is a view, gaining Increasing support.
nearly the length of the lee. Dave Stillman
that when It comes to laying the foundation
added the Thongs' final goal at 14:38 by ance of constitutional mand ates. ·
An Original Epistemology?
for civil rights progress in the United States,
deftly s lapping the puck from behind the
In her 1987 book femJnism Unmodi- Blacks have been "the engine of change
net, off the goalie's skates, and past the
fled: Discourses on Life and Law. MacKin- and the caboose of progress.· in the sense
red line.
non writes: "LiberalJsm defines equality as that other minorities and women have been
Tonlghl. Nov. 28, the Thongs play for
sameness. It Is comparative. To know If mu ch clearer beneficiaries of the efforts
the Champions hip at 11 p.m. at Yost Ice
you are equal. you have to be equal to that Blacks initiated. S pecifically. so the
Arena.

"'Mi!l+'if

Thongs
Win Again

allegation goes, women. without the same
sacrifices and timely advocacy of their own
civil rights claims in job and educational
discrimination. have captured the lion's
share of the benefits gained from affirmative action programs in those areas.
S lmllarly. certain Black feminists have
insisted that the femin ist movement has
been dominated by prtvlleged White women
too quick to assert their own claims and far
too slow to recognize the s pecial concerns
of minorities who have dtsrtncuue variations of the very same claims.
MacKinnon. while partially recognizing the valJdJty of these assertions. suggests that Black women have played an
Important and little-recognized role in the

See JOURNEY, Page Seven

Sports Champs
Announced
The Sports CommJttee has announced
the champions from the fall's events.
The 5K run raised over $1200 for the
Ann Arbor Community Center. making the
entire Law School community a winner.
Organizers had been expecting to raise
only about $500. The top finishers in the
men's dMslon were Steve Smith (1st). Ron
Puhala (2nd), and Michael Conrtcode (3rd).
The top finishers In the women's dMslon
were Rachel McCormack (1st). Jenlfer
Kohout (2nd), and Sheila Brennan (3rd) .
Tennia: The men's singles' shirt went
to John Arts. Mixed doubles honors went
to Jim Silk & Julie Rosensweig. In the
women's final , both women forfeited, so
there was no winner.
Beach Volleyball: The team of John
Pemlck. Scott Lewis, Rich Perloff. and Jeff
Shewchuk took the shirts.
Golf: Team honors went to Scott Moore,
Scott Lewis, Jeff Shewchuck. and Rich
PerloiT. Closest to the Pin: Scott Moore.
Longest Drive: Jim Pololnczyk.
Croquet: Roger RMere and Scott Lewis.
Softball; John Mueller. Rich Brandon. Alec Lenenberg. Mike Lawrence. Mike
Carithers. Angel Reyes. Durwood Haines.
Brian Murray. James Carlson. Kevin
Conroy. Dave Whitcomb.
Football: Nikki Jones. Julie Rosensweig, Molly McMahon. Joe Levan. Paul
Grant.AndyClubok. Hunter Wiggins. Glenn
Forbis and Jim Silk.
Bowling: Team honors wen t to Glenn
Martin. Scott Moore. Dave finnegan. and
John Phlllips. High Scores went to Glenn
Martin and Michelle Hall.
Pool (Eight Ball Tournament): Jeff
Shewch uck.
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Help Wanted!
WHAT WOULD YOU DO lf you

came to school
on Wed.nesdayandTheRes Gestae wasn't there?
Last Wednesday that happened- for a little
whUe, anyway. The person who picks up the RG
and brings it to the law school had car trouble,
and we were RG-less for a few hours.
Well, there may soon come a time when the
RG disappears-and doesn't return.
We know that life at the law school would be
livable without this publication. However, we
like to think that the RG makes a contribution
to all our law school experiences.
One of the problems of being such a large
law school is that it is very hard to create a
sense of community. There are very few experiences we can all share simply because of our
numbers. We cannot all take the same classes,
we cannot all get to know each other.
We like to think that the RG plays an important role in building a sense of community. We
can all laugh at the latest Law ln the Raw, we
can grumble at the sports columnists, we can
read about the speakers who come to the law
school. ThJs fall some people needed a forum
to discuss how to talk about rape in the classroom and how to thJnk about the military's
treatment ofgays, and the RG provided it on its
editorial pages.
Well, the law school community is in danger
of losing the RG.
Normally~ when a student publication is in
trouble, it is due to financial problems. This is
not the case with the RG. Ad revenues more
than cover the cost of publication. We receive
no money from t he law school or LSSS, yet
remain ln sound financial condition.
The problem we are having is finding people
to work on the RG.
The RG does not just appear every Wednesday. It ta.kes people to write the stories, edU
them, PROOFREAD them, and finally lay them
out to make a newspaper.
Because of attrition (graduation and losing
people to the more presitigious but less readSorry, Jim-publications of the law school), we
need a steady stream of new blood. So far this
year, that stream has not been enough to fill
the vancancies.
When we begin publishing again ne.rt January (we have finals, too) we will ask for your h elp
to keep the RG viable. Until then, survive
finals , and have a good break.
J .S.J .

~----------------------------~~~

1 AsK '100, Mtss WtOG£WOOD, IS ntE MAH "iJijo HIT
you Wmt A Ru6etR Otta<fN IN I HIS COtxn"~roM Now'?!
=== A View from the Right

===================================================

What's Left?
By Michael David Warren Jr.
There are two things I've learned since I've come to law
school. The first Is never to take myself too seriously. The
second Is to take the left-wing students on campus even
less seriously.

has abandoned Marxism (and the Left can't look to Red
China for a model now that the massacre ofTianemen has
discredited the regime to all but the most adamant Maoists), the Left mustfeellncreasingly Isolated without a light
to guide them. The only true believers ln socialism appear
to be In Ann Arbor or Havana. To divert their attention
•••
I was just broodJng over the loss of my liberty since the from this harsh reality. they have begun to manufacture
depulization of 10 law enforcement officers on campus. petty disputes to keep alive their tclealism.
Now that the fascist regime has a military arm to quash all
Not thalll matters. Even the most idealistic of them
resistance. the freedom of the student body Is lost. After all will sell out to the ·system- they hate so much ju st as
all. the loss of Marxist DaJiy's (oops, the Michigan Daily's) their role models. the 60's generation, did. In a few years
editorial freedom, coupled with the Regents' secret mili- the Left will discard their chanting and protesting for ·w:s
tary police \\1ll Inevitably lead to the oppression of all sir" and will exchange their long hair for crew cuts . and
political nghts at the um\'erslty. Thank God Th.e Res their co-ops for Mercedes and big suburban homes. They
Gestae is still free!
will. however. attend movies. like The Big Chat in droves
- movies deplctlng their great idealist struggles - thereby
•••
I am confused. Isn't lhJs the same ~troup that was feeding the capitalist consumer system they are depictt>d
clamoring for lncreased security to prevent rape and other as attacking In the films.
violent crimes on campus? And Isn't It strange that all the
Meanwhile. the Left on campus will be sure to fin.:l a
"stop rape· signs have disappeared at the same Ume that new Issue of the month fairly soon. (In fact, If the Left has
the student protests agaJnst the depulization of well- read this column this far. I'm probably the new issue.) I
trained law enforcement officers occurred?
suggest it attack the new LSA standard whJch requires
At any rate. why are these leftists complaJnlng about students to take classes which sensitize them to racial/
the loss of human rtghts at home? Isn'llt about time for ethnic Issues as an attempt by the university to impose its
a new fact-finding mission somewhere? I suggest Roma- own values upon the students. This would enable them to
nia. No one knows what's going on there. But this mimic their reversal on the student code issue (remember
probably isn'tln the Left's ballpark. After all. the Leftist when a nonharassment code was demanded by the Left to
socialist dictator was overthrown and executed by the protect racial minorities? Since the origlnal code was
People who rejected the Leftist conception of utopia. In declared unconstitutional the Left has demanded Its elimifact. rumor has It that they are even moving to a market nation along with cops and guns) and would spur great
economy. This state of alTairs Is rather embcuTaSSing to media attention and some good p1otests against the
those on campus who believe that government lnterven- administration. Or the Action Party could agaJn campaJgn
Uon Is the panacea to the world's problems. Except when against somethlng (It doesn't really matter what) and then
It comes to preventing crime - then It's ·no guns. no cops.· do It (such as their pledge not send more fact-finding
Perhaps I'm a bit biased for law and order. but I'd rather missions to Palestine). Regardless. It appears that the Left
have the police's protection than the Lefi's protection from has abdicated Its traditional role of protectors oflndividual
crime.
rtghts to the few libertarians in town- which should scare
The Left on campus must be both upset and frus- the hell out of the Left since the libertarians' conception
trated. It Is becoming lncreasingly Irrelevant as a political of rights may be quite dUTerent from the Left's (yes, we libforce on campus and In the nation after eight years of ertarians believe in unfettered freedom of speech - not
Reagan (the Great Satan) and almost two with Bush (Son s hackled by ideological restraints ofllberals/the Left; and
of the Great Satan). Now that the people a nd the leaders in the sanctity of the Individual over the wants of the
of Eastern Europe and the USSR have finally decided that majorltarian collectivity). At any rate, a new pet Issue
the Lefi Is wrong. the Lefi must become lncreaslnglyvocal should be able to crop up soon, and the Left can have the
and even more radical to be heard. Now that Gorbachev pleasure of protesting itself into irrelevance.
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Opinion

No Cops, No Guns, No Code?
A Look Behind the Rhetoric
By Steve Pick
Attendance at recent demonstrations
and the teach-In on student rights indicate
growing concern with President Duderstadt
and
the
Regents'
(the
"Administration's") plans to develop an
armed university pollee force and to impose a comprehensive code of nonacademic
conduct on students. The arguments of
those opposed to these plans range widely
in nature and scope. from the basic position that the threat of deadly force will not
lead to greater safety on campus, to broader
concerns that an armed untversity pollee
force with the power to enforce a code of
nonacademic conduct Is part of a continuing effort by successive untversity admlnlstrations to establish mechanisms of control over students in order to marginalize
their role In determining the conditions
under which they will be educated and In
shaping the vision of the university's (and
by implication the world's) future.
In addition to these concerns, distinct
voices from within the university community have been raised to give a larger context to the Administration's plans. For
example. the phrase "Guns don't stop rape.·
wilh Its Ironic exception, "If you want to
slop rape, arm women,· have been used to
encapsulize the concern that armed university pollee wtll do little, if anything. to
address the Issue of sexual assault against
women at the university. It Is not appropriate for me, however. as a member of the
domlnant majority, to attempt in this essay
to define the impact of university police
and the code on women, African-Ameri·
cans. lesbians and gay men. and other
affected groups. Their perspectives are
readUy available to anyone Interested, a nd
little would be added by offering mine. It Is
my hope as a supporter of the nascent
student movement opposing current policies that It wUl develop internal political
structures where m embers of d istinct
groups have real political power, in other
words, a voice to which there is no choice
but to listen. This would be in contras t. of
course, to the existing poll tical structure of
the university.
My purpose in this brief essay 1s to
focus on Issues about which I may appro·
priately speak. and which may be of interest to students oflaw and legal process. My
general claim Is that the political and legal
InstitutiOns and processes which have made
the policy decisions to create a untverslty
pollee force and student code. and which
Will implement them. are flawed- in terms
of making optimal policy choices and in
tenns of basic fairness.
Consider the statute which empowers
the Administration to create a pollee force
(M.C.L.A. sec. 390.1511). which was passed
this summer. The Administration lobbied
Vigorously for 11 . However. prior to passage,
two amendments were added which were

not suggested by the Administration. The
first requires not less than two public
hearings prior to creation of a pollee force.
The second mandates the creation of a
panel composed of and e lected by students, faculty, and staJT to receive and
investigate complaints against university
pollee officers. and to recommend sanctions against those found guUty of misconduct. These are emlnently reasonable. if
mln1maJ. measures to assure that the public
has some say in the decision to create a
pollee force. and to assure that those who
wUl carry the threat of deadly force around
on their hips are accountable to those who
are the object of that threat.
Since Its passage, the Administration
has opted not to make use of this statute.
Prior to its passage. the Administration
relied on the discretionary authority of the
County Sheriff to deputize the two existing
officers. The Administration. therefore. can
circumvent the amendments lflt so chooses
and the Sheriffis wtlling. Presumably, after
relying on the Sheriffs authority to deputize the majority of officers. the Adminis tration wUl present the university community with a fall accompli. making invocation of the statute a mere formality to
ratify the status quo rather than necessary
to change it. That would be a smooth
political move. to be sure; but It would
frustrate the rather basic principle that
meaningful public discussion of policy
alternatives (the various s tudent groups
concerned about these Issues have plenty)
should take place before significant resources (in this case millions of dollars) are
committed to a particular program, whatever It may be.
Consider more generally the policy
mechanis m of student codes and the Institutions necessary to enforce them. Successive administrations have been conststent
in arguing for student codes as the proper
way to address campus Issues. Former
president Shapiro once suggested that a
comprehensive code was necessary, among
other reasons, to prevent students from
setting fire to libraries (I heard him say iU).
Racial and other forms of harassment were
to be addressed by another code. "Disruptive" student protests by another. Drug
and alcohol use by another. It's a simple
formula: discipline and punish.
Student groups have attempted to
counteract thts trend by offering alternatives and shifting the focus of the debate to
areas the administration would prefer to
think less about: such as arguably racist
and definitely homophobic statements
coming from within the ranks of admlnistrators, use of the culturally biased SAT in
admissions, mandatory classes on racism.
a nd adding sexual orientation to the
Untverslty's policy on nondiscrimination
with regard to employers who come to
recruit, to name a few. Yet since the Ad-

mlnlstration has eliminated the University
Council and Bylaw 7.02 (see below). students generally and affected groups In
particular have no mechanism by which to
ensure that their conceptions of Issues
facing the university and the proper means
to address them carry any weight. I suggest
that this situation Is not one in which wellconsidered policy choices will be made.
Considering the mechanism of stu·
dent codes specifically. I think that it may
be agreed. at a certain level of abstraction.
that rules should be written to prohibit
certain conduct by students, with violators
facing punitive sanctions. Speaking personally, I have no problem. for example.
with students who distribute racist flyers
being punished for it (current First Amendment j urisprudence notwithstanding).
However. I argue that is only a provisional
conclusion. Such rules have to be \VTitten.
They have to be adopted. They have to be
interpreted . Allegations of violation must
be raised and investigated. prosecutorlal
d iscretion exercised. judgments of fact and
law made. sancllons determined and lm·
posed. and appellate review conducted.
Only when these structures are in place
will the law descend from the tvory tower
and hit the ground. impacting those subject to it.
It stands to reason that if one identifiable group. which is not subject to the
rules, controls all or most of these structures, they will be designed and utilized.
consciously or unconsciously. to reflect
that group's conception of factual issues
and nonnative standards. This raises the
question, again. of whether the system so
designed Is optimal. given the lack of
meaningful input from other Interested
groups, including of course those subject
to the rules.
More fundamentally. however . there Is
an issue of fairness. When the group which
creates and Institutes the rules and the
group subject to them find themselves, In
general or in an individual case. to be
political adversaries, one does not have to
be a cynic to realize that the group which
controls the system will use it, consciously
or unconsciously. to further its political
agenda at the expense of the group or
person subject to the rules. That Is unfair.
Pleas from the dominant group that they
will be fair or will keep an open mlnd (see
e.g.• David Souter on the abortion Issue)
are Irrelevant and patroniZing. The structure remains, no matter how saintly those
in power are (l know of no one recommending President Duderstadt or Dean Baker
for canonization), unfair and antidemocratic.
At U of M today, students find themselves in the position of a subordinated
group. The University Council. which gave
students some control over the writing of a
code, has been disbanded by the Admin!-

stratton. Bylaw 7.02. which provided for a
student referendum prior to adoption of a
code of nonacademlc conduct, has been
eliminated by the Administration. As for
administrative structures. there Is not space
here to analyze existing and proposed codes
procedure by procedure to see where the
administration retains control or where,
through largesse or oversight. some measure of power has been ceded to students.
My assumption is that generally administrators will retain investigatJve. prosecutorial and interprettve power. with some
student Involvement In factllndlng to make
It look nice and to deflect any procedural
due process challenges. Whatever the case,
any student involvement in the system
which judges and punishes them exists
solely at the pleasure of the Administration.
Asafmal comment, it seems to me that
when It comes to codes students s hould be
allowed to keep their own house. free from
the potential of political abuse. The Administration should worry about their own
cleaning habits, because on occasion their
house has looked pretty dirty to me.
To conclude generally. I have argued
that existing political structures within the
university and the course of recent events
raise doubts as to the accuracy and fairness of policy decisions to arm campus
pollee and to address Issues on campus
through the mechanism of student codes.
Speaking more politically. I believe that the
current administration does view the role
of students In shaping the vision of the
university's future as properly marginal.
This Is typified by President Duderstadt's
grand tours of the d orms. where he
(con)descends from the Flemlng building
to talk to studen ts and field their questions
and suggestions. all In the interest of his
public relations posture. I do not believe,
however, that the majority ofstudents share
his view of their role. The question facing
us then Is how, given this attitude and the
direction of present policy. are students
and other affected groups ever going to see
that their voices are not only heard, but
also that the Admlnlstration has no choice
but to listen.

•••
Author's note: Since the writing of this
article. President Duderstadt has denied
having plans for a code (see the Michigan
Daily. 11 /27 /90). though he does express
his fondness for them and intimates that
the Michigan student body Is somewhat
less civilized than our counterparts around
the nation for not having one. His rhetorical gestures toward student development
and enforcement of the code will remain
just that untU students evaluate the mechanisms used to write and Institutionalize
any code.
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The Toughest Question a Professor Can Ask
By David Sobel

175 of us had a rare opportunity the other day. My
storytelling enterprise organization professor stammered
a little, stuttered some more, and then fmally asked us a
question: "What do you want?" On the whole. the class
reacted much like we do to all questions: we tucked our
heads Into our text books. llipped a couple of pages. and
acted Invisible.
But. this was an easy question. There were no
plaintiffs here. no court holdings. and no black letter law
(as tf there Is ever black letter law). All we had was a s tmple
question: "What do you want?" And we blew it Nobody
sa1d a word.
Prof. Seligman rolled with the punch and s tarted to tell
us about his day. It was quite clear that he was very used
to the silence. I settled back for another story. I like his
stories very much.
He told us about his lunch with some corporate guru
lawyer from LA. and how this lawyer did nothing but
observe unhappy and discontent young associates driving
BMW's. This lawyer had slowly realized that the BMW just
_ wasn't the cure-all everyone once thought itto be. 2nd was
going to share this knowledge In a lecture scheduled for
later that day.
Prof. Seligman continued with his stories. He told us
that we would be one of the first Jaw school classes to
graduate into a recession in a long, long time. He told us
that job security in these big corporate firms was a thing
of the past. He told us, and I quote, that, "Lawyers are not
the happiest people."
It slowly dawned on me that this was not a bedtime
story. This stuff was just too spooky for nap time. As I
contemplated the Jack of Mother Goose in my life. Prof.

class. I really do believe that there is "nothing worse than
Seligman asked us again: "What do you want?"
For the second time that day. nobody said a word. The a missed opportunity." and I think all 175 of us messed
big guy didn't even flinch-! think he almost expected the this one up. A golden opportunity right down the drain.
So I will start. Prof. Seligman. this is what I want:
silence. It was as tf he enjoyed the shock value alone. but
1) I want to be my own boss.
he pressed on. He took us by the hand and led us down
2) I want to open up a finn with two of my friends. I
the road with a series of questions: "How many of you
came to law school not sure tfyou wanted to be a lawyer?"; want to give the firm a creative name. like "Buddies We
"How many of you. today. are not sure tfyou want to be a Are", rather than just the traditional string oflast names.
lawyer?". We raised our hands to each of these questions. If! can't convince my partners to use a creative name. then
Tnat was easy-it was a group activity. For the third time I want my last name to be second In line 0 don't want the
that day. he then as ked us what we wanted, and for the pressure of being fli'St, nor do I want to bring up the rear).
3) I want the firm to have hard wood floors with throw
third time there was silence.
By now, Prof. Seligman got wise and changed his rugs,lots of windows, lots of pillows. and a pool table in the
strategy. He pointed to one student in particular and said, middle. I want it to be the "thirty-something" of the legal
"You. yeah you, what do you want." The student explained profession.
4) I want the finn to be located in a city where the crime
that he was merely a second year and had yet to experience
the big corporate s ummer. The student felt that the rate Is low enough that I am never in fear, yet high enough
so that once a month there is something interesting in the
question would be more appropriate to a third year.
Clearly. this student was the Lynn Swan of "passing paper that I can bitch about.
5) Twice a year, I want to be riding home on the bus
the buck". With grace and finesse, he had washed himself
clean of all responsibility. He had escaped the hardest and overhear a conversation where one individual says, "If
question of all-one without a "right" answer-and had It wasn't for that positive decision in [Blank v. Blank}, the
done so with the speed and sterilized efficiency of a six-month old twins and myself would be at the end of our
surgeon late for tee off. I was in awe. I was also ashamed rope-probably near death.· I want to be the victorious
because I would have never have been as creative. Given lawyer In that case.
6) I want to have a child care center on the first floor
the same situation, I would have solemnly looked at Prof.
Seligman and said, "Pass. I haven't prepared for today's of my firm. Collectively. I want our fiiill to have at least ll
children at any given time so that we may have friendly
assignment." He would have looked at me quizzically:
"You haven't prepared? What have you been doing for football competitions with other local Jaw firms. I also
the last year and a half?"
want as much emphasis put on other friendly competi"Well. I've been too busy studying to figure out what I tions (I.e. essay writing. debate, short story composition,
etc.).
want."
The truth is, I've been feeling a little guilty about that
See QUESTION, Page Seven

The Week at a Glance
Wednesday, November 28

John Shepard Wiley will address "The
Case for Copyrighting Illstory" as part of
Martha Sosman of Kern, Sosman, the Law & Economics Workshop. at 4 p.m.
Hagerty, Roach & Carpenter speaks as in Room 116.
part of the ongoing series on "Changes in
the Practice of Law," at 4 p.m. in Room
Tuesday, December 4
250.
The Family Law Project will meet at 6
The Volunteer Student Tutoring As- p.m. in Room 116 Hutchins.
sociation holds a tutoring session at 6:30
p.m. in Room 250.
Other Announcements

pictured) and the photos will be returned
to you in April. Drop them in the "Quadrangle" pendaflex outside room 300
Hutchins between now and December 15.
We want pictures of first. second, and
third years! (but especially second years).
Start off Your Studying on the
Right Foot! Give a worthy cause a helping hand. The Food Gatherers of Ann
Arbor are holding their annual cannedfood drive and are asking for your help to
get the job done. Around noontime on
Saturday, Decemeber 8th, when the food
drive ends. they'll be needing some able
bodies to load up the goods for distribution. So come on out and help for an hour,
a couple of hours - or whatever works.
Not only will it give you a break in your
studies, but it will give you an opportunity to help some folks in need. Interested? Call Melisa Malkin at 998-0815,
Dan Calder at 662-8705, or Maria Balboa
at 996-9980 of PROJECf SHELTER.

The University of Michigan Chapter
Winter semester: one or more students
of the ACLU will meet at 6:45 p.m. in may rent 3-bedroom professor's home less
Room 138.
than 1 mile from Law School. 2 baths, no
smoking. Jan. - May or June. Fully furMichael Moore, director/producer nished, plenty of space. Call995-5411, day
of "Roger & Me," will offer his unique or evening.
commentary on the present crisis in the
Middle East- "If GM Can't FL"< Saddam's
We want your photographs!
Umo, Bush Will"-at 7:30p.m. in HonigAre you tired of not being in the yearman Auditorium (Room 100). Sponsored book? Now is your chancel Submit your
by the Arab-American Law Society.
photos (color or black and white) ofyou and
your law school friends. Just write your
Russel Kirk will speak about "The name on the back (and the names of those
Conservative Constitution" at 7:30p.m. Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to The Res ~stae's pendaflex (300 Hutchins Hall) by
in Room 250. Sponsored by the Federalist noon Monday for publication the following Wednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing
with the RG may place announcements of upcoming events or meetings free ofcharge. Individuals may place
Society.
personal notes for 50 ¢ for the first 25 words, and 25¢ for each additionallO words. Remittance must be
submitted with your ad.

Thursday, November 29
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The 1990 RG Football Bowl Contest
(Circle Your Picks)
Contest Rules:
Circle the teams you expect to win the Bowls. Each correct pick will be worth the point value listed after the name of the bowl. The
first tie breaker will be the score of the Michigan game. The second tie-breaker will be picking the national champion (according to
AP). Should there still be a tie, the RG will determine a suitable tie-breaker. Entries must be placed in the R.G. Entry box across from
the pendaflexes by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, December 5, 1990. First Prize is a $40 gift certifir.ate to a restaurant of OUR choice: Second
Prize is a $20 gift certificate: Third Prize is a $10 gift certificate.

National Champion:
California Raisin Bowl (1)
San Jose State v. Central Michigan

Domino's Pizza Copper Bowl (2)
California v. Wyoming

Poulan/Weed Eater Independence Bowl

Louisiana Tech v. Maryland

Mazda Gator Bowl (3)
Mississippi/ Auburn/Alabama/Tenn . v.
Michigan

Eagle Aloha Bowl (1)
Arizona v. Syracuse

Hall of Fame Bowl (3)
Clemson v. Illinois

Liberty Bowl (1)
Air Force v. Ohio State

Florida Citrus Bowl (3)
Georgia Tech v. Nebraska

Blockbuster Bowl (2)
Florida State v. Penn. State

Mobil Cotton Bowl (3)
Texas v. Miami

All American Bowl (2)
North Carolina State v. Southern Mississippi

Sunkist Fiesta Bowl (3)
Tenn. I Auburn/Alabama/Mississippi v .
Louisville

Peach Bowl (2)
Indiana v. Mississippi/Alabama/Auburn

Rose Bowl (3)
Washington v. Iowa

Anaheim Freedom Bowl (2)
Oregon v. Colorado State

Federal Express Orange Bowl (3)
Colorado v. Notre Dame

Sea World Holiday Bowl (2)
BYU v. Texas A&M

USF&G Sugar Bowl (3)
Tenn/Auburn/Alabama v. Virginia

John Hancock Bowl (2)
USC v. Michigan State

Name: ___________________________

(1)

Phone:________,____________________
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Cox

Chip's Picks

Continued from Page Eight
struggling. But the question Is will Detmer be d l~lrac,ted
by activities at the Downtown Athletic Club In New York.
BYU 44 Hawaii 24
Florida at Florida State
The Gators have won the SEC, they received a first
place vote in this week's AP poll, and have won four games
in a row by an average of 32 points. But a week before all
of that. Florida's last road game against a quality opponent. it was a different story, about 80 points dUTerent (a
45·3 1oss to Tenessee). Florida State has lost at Miami and
~ Auburn. Florida State averages 39 points a game,
florida gives up an average of 12. Road games have been
the great equalizer this year.
Florida State 23 Florida 17

And now for the upsets:

Miami at San Diego State
McGuire might be a better quarterback than anyone
else in the country this year. The problem is the Aztecs
defense stinks. But it's the last game of the year. and the
game Is a t San Diego, and 24 points Is a Jot to give.
San Diego State 45 Miami 44
Tens A&M at Texas

The Aggies have one of the top rushing offenses In the
country. That was the Longhorn's weakness with Colorado, and ball control will keep the Texas offense off the
field. Texas hasn't beaten A&M since 1983 and they won't
this year either.
Texas A&M 27 Texas 21
Georgia Tech at Georgia
No good reasons for this pick. e.xcept that. like their
ACC predecessor Virginia, the Hamblin' Wrecks will be
unable to handle all of the hype over the nallonal polls. this
is a traditional rivalry. and the game will be played

Qu estion
Continued from Page Four
7) I want to be hopelessly in Jove with mywlfe (and vice
versa) and I want her to work across the street. We would
have lunch most every day and swap "war stories· about
our respective days.
8) I never want any of my children to get hooked on
crack.
9) I want the legal profession to change so that
dungarees are appropriate In the office and cotton slacks
are appropriate ln court.
1O) I want the profession to change some more so that
opposing counsel has to "high five· every time they leave
the courtroom.
11) I want the profession to change still more- so that
each side would be given two ·spoUlght passes· whenever
ln court. These passes would look just llke the free spin
tokens on "Wheel of Fortune·. They would allow the
attorney a certain amount of uninterrupted time (depending on the court proceeding) to express his views.
12) I want to have enough money so that I won't ever
have to think twice about going out to eat If I'm just too
tired to cook.
13) At least five times a day I want to say, "Hmm ...
Very Interesting.·
14) And. I want to wake up each morning whistling
"Oh. What a Beautiful Morning· because I am so excited
to get to work.

In retrospect. the list is probably too extensive. I
Would actually settle for the whislling part and leave the
rest to skill. luck and desllny. But, now you answer a
quesUon for me - Prof. Seligman. Can I have it?

"between lhe hedges· in Athens. Georgia's real foe this
year was the schedule maker, they played LSU, Clemson.
Auburn, Florida and Kentucky all away from home. They're
4-1 In Athens.
Georgia 18 Georgia Tech 17

• ••
Selected Bowl Picks:
California Raisin Bowl
San Jose State 37 Central Michigan 17
Bloc kbuster Bowl
Florida State 24 Penn State 21
Holiday Bowl
BYU 35 Texas A&M 17
Gator Bowl
For all of the complaints heaped upon Michigan In the
last few weeks, they've won a share of the Big 10 Utle and
are playing good enough to wtn in tough situations. If It's
Auburn. I pick Michigan by 4. If It's Mississippi, I think
Michigan will wtn by 14. And Alabama would lose to
Michigan by 18. I think I've covered my bases.
Cotton Bowl
Texas 35 Miami 3 1
Rose Bowl
Washington 38 Iowa 20
Orange Bowl
Notre Dame 24 Colorado 17

My last Top 15. How 1t will be on January 2:

1
2
3
4
5

BYU

Notre Dame
Florida State
Washington
Tennessee
6 Michigan
7 Texas
8 Houston
9 Colorado
10 Nebraska
11 Miami
12 Florida
13 Illinois
14 Georgia Tech
15 Auburn

Journey
Continued from Page One
feminist movement and that emphasiZing the alleged
progress of one group over another rea!Jy misses the
essential point of the struggle for equality.
"An awful lot of Black women participated in the
feminist movement and helped to shape its content.·
MacKJnnon said. "This has not really been recogniZed and
some white women have not been conscious of their own
racism and how that racism has made it almost unbearable for some Black women to participate in the movement: she added. "I think that white women are more
aware of being one-down because they are women then
they are of the skin privilege they enjoy because they are
white.·
"I also think that Black women have been involved
with some of the most important and progressive aspects
of the movement such as battered women's shelters, rape
crisis centers, grass roots organizingand the Black Women's
Health Movement.·
"The reality out there Is that women are still trapped
In job ghettos that are low-paying and don't offer much
possibility of advancement. People should not be impressed at the level of participation a t the elite level. There
has been an integration of the upper reaches and some
elite areas, but never mJstake elite action for the conditions of the masses. They remain deprived, exploited,
desperate and segregated.· MacKinnon said.
Legal Education and Value Neutrality
"Neutrality Is a guise for dominance. There is an
implicit aspiraUo:1 to be fair, but it badly misfires,· MacKinnon sa1d. "Neutrality doesn't forward that aspiration.
Some people say a critique of neutrality doesn't have to
reject that aspiration, you just have to deliver it.· she
added.
"I think that aspiration to 'point -of-viewlessness'ltself
doesn't produce fairness. It produces a reaffirmation of
the status quo. Whoever has the power wiJJ always
influence the outcomes.
"Basically, I have a political and Uberating agenda. I
have chosen to do scholarly work in this area, but I also
engage in litigation and political education. I also talk to
an awful lot of women about their lives and the hum1liation
and discrimination they face everyday.· ·Sometimes I have
found the university to be a receptive place. a helpful and

supportive place and sometimes I have not. The university
can be a stultifying place for a person with an active mind.Pornography
'That is one battle we will Win. but we will probably win
in other countries before we wln here In the United States ·
MacKinnon said, who was co-author, along with Andrea
Dworkin, ofa radically anti-pornography ordinance for the
city of Minneapolis. That ordinance was subsequently
stricken down as unconstitutional.
"America Is a bastion of the pornographers. They have
colonized Its courts and Its public consciousness. There
Is a tremendous amount of abuse done to women through
pornography and It promotes violence against women.·
MacKinnon said. "The perversity is that the negative
effects of pornography are now regarded as a measure of
the protected value of the speech: she added, citing
American Booksellers u. Hudnut. 771 F.2d 323 (7th Clr.
1985).
"In Hudmn. the court conceded that pornography
promotes abuse of women and rape. They even said that
it helps foster the lnequal1tyofwomen. but they concluded
that aJJ these consequences were merely a measure of how
effective the speech is and how valuable It is to protect lt. •
MacKinnon said. The case was summa.rtly affirmed. without opinion. by the U.S. Supreme Court (1 06 S.Ct. 1172).
"The silence of the powerful is really something else.
They don't even have to give reasons for what they do. They
never have to justify themselves.·
Although she now has a sense of repose and can
continue! to write and litigate about the issues she fl nds
most compelling. MacKinnon knows that her ma1n battles
are far from over.
"I am impressed at how well-run and efficient Michigan ls as an Institution. I am also impressed with the level
of support for research at this Ins titution. It Is unlike
anything in my experience. Frankly. I have learned to
produce work under conditions of zero support. I think
that this is an environment conducive to producing.- s he
added.
"I think the process ... Is more about keeping going
than about belngang.ry. I amjustdeterrnlned to stop some
of these things. I think being commUted is very different
from being angry.·
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Next: The Chainsaw Massacre Bowl
By Chip Cox
This Is the week of the bowl contest. so It would seem
that a few comments/ queries about the slate of bowl
games Is appropriate.
• How much d id Poulan have to pay the Independence
Bowl to be able to sponsor their game? The first time I
heard this monicker. the Poulan/Weed Eater Indpendence Bowl. I thought It was a joke - I still think It's a joke,
just a different kind ofjoke. Just this sort of disgrace was
predicted back when bowls began to seek out sponsorship.
but the reality Is s till cruel. Do the players have to wear
a picture of a weed eater on their Jerseys? They could offer
a weed eater as the MVP trophy. The halftime program
could be hundreds of weed eaters cutting the field, Uke a
Zambonl machlne at hockey games.
What Is the name of the Blockbuster Bowl? Mobil
sponsors the Cotton Bowl. Sunkist sponsors the Fiesta
Bowl. and USF&G sponsors the Sugar Bowl, but what
bowl does Blockbus ter VIdeo sponsor?
Regardless ofthe name. the Blockbuster Bowl has one
of the five best games around. Top 5 Bowl Games:
1) Texas v. Mlart'.! (maybe)
2) Penn State v. Flortda State
· 3) BYU v. Texas A&M
4) Notre Dame v. Colorado
5) Mlchlgan v. Auburn
(But this one probably won't happen, so as an
alternate-Auburn v. !Utnols)
The worst? It's a tight race. but challengers include
Louisiana Tech v. Maryland. Air Force v. Ohio State, and
California v. Wyoming.
• So why would anyone want to go to the Fiesta Bowl
to play Loulsvtlle? Talk about nothtng to gain · so whal If

you win. Louisville's two top victories thls year have come
against Pittsburgh and West VIrginia, a combined 7-14- 1
this year. I don't care which team out of the SEC goes west
to play the Cardinals, the s pread wtll be around 20 points.
But I suppose $2.5 million can make a coach feel better
about the charade.
• Virginia Tech's drubbing of Virginia was great for
those of us who scoff at the bowl selection process (the
Sugar Bowl has shown Its lntegrtty by sUcking with a
commitment made In violation of NCAA rules?). This week
the Cotton Bowl is on the hot seat. Miami visits San Diego
State and Texas hosts Texas A&M. And the Citrus Bowl
risks taking another shot when Georgia Tech visits Georgia I know, not all of these upsets will happen, and it
would be nice If one New Year's day bowl game was a
legitimate contest, but It's going to be an Interesting
weekend.

•••
I've already expressed my views on the Helsman
trophy. so this is more a comment on the electorate than
a comment on whatever selection Is made. Don Criqul, an
NBC footba!J announcer and a member of the Helsman
board · and who us ually seems to have a clue- was quoted
as saying he voted for the Rocket because Detmer · had 33
touchdown passes and 34 Interceptions : Truth Is. Detmer has 38 touchdown passes and 24 Intercep tions - a
sufficient number to deny him the He is man If you're so
Inclined without s kewing the numbers. If a football
announcer and member of the Helsma n board Is this outof-touch, who knows wha t the rest of the voters are like.
Which I suppose Is simply a reminder that these awards
are fun , and flattering to the players Involved, they're s till
mostly popularity contests.

Law in the Raw
Imagine That!
Charleroi, Pennsylvania pollee Lieutenant James
Disanti performs a valuable community s ervice by
glvtng speeches to local residents on how to burglarproof their automobiles. Well, last May. Disanti had his
polJce cruiser stolen.
Disanti had left his car unattended, with the engine
running. in front of a doughnut shop(! I !). The car was
recovered about an hour later and the Joy rider was
apprehended. Disanti received a stem lecture from his
Chief, although It's not clear whether the topic was auto
securtty or Jelly vs. glazed.
· Sludenr Lawyer

First Yean: Foreseeable?
A couple In Naples. Italy, filed suit after their
compact car was hJt by a full-siZe car while the couple
was enJoying the especially stany sky and romantic
moon of their country. The complaining couple was
locked In an amorous embrace when the Impact of the
crash "momentarily made them lose control." causJng
the young woman to become pregnant.
The lawsuit seeks compensation for the unplanned
pregnancy, the unplanned wedding that followed shortly
after the accident, and the unplanned damages to their
Panda car.

•••
Reroember George Allen. a t l..c'ng Beach State? He
came out of retirement to take over a traditionally lousy
program. After an 0 -3 start (which Included a 59-0 loss to
Clemson). Long Beach finished 6-5. 6-2 within their
conference. An Impressive turnaround. More Importantly. George Allen was able to Instill self-respect in-the
players. Amidst all the bowl hoopla. this is a nice success
story of a d lfferent sort.

•• •
Speaking of the Helsman award. another tndlcaUon of
the eventual wtnner · both Barry Sanders and Andre W are
a ccepted their awards via satellite. 1)r Detmer will be in
Hawaii on December 1, and wtll participate In the ceremony via satellite.

•• •

A stellar record last week (9-0. 8- 1 against the spread~
52-23, 42-36· 1) has left me too bold. and rtpe fora fall. B ut
4 of the top 5 teams In the country face possible upsets.
and the temptation Is too great.
Auhurn at Alabama

College football Is such a trendy game. Auburn was
high In alJ the polls before a few close games and a blowout.
but now they're expected to lose to Alabama. I don't think
so. Alabama Is still a struggling team. albeit with flash es
of quality.
Auburn 24 Alabama 18
BYU at Hawaii

Generally a tough trip for BYU. even when Hawaii is

See COX, Page Seven

By Oana, Welsh & Wisotzkey
As promised, here are a few jokes about other p rofes·
sions to help you defend yourselffrom all those lawyer

jokes.

Doctors
A doctor and a crtrnJnal defense attorney were discussing the sort of people that they carne Into con tact with
In their respective jobs. The doctor said. "Well. harumph,
I'm awfully glad. don't you know, that I don't have to work
with thesort ofpeople tha t you fellows do: ·oh. they aren't
so bad; replied the attorney. · anyway. every person Is
entitled to his day In court.· · s ure.· the doctor said with a
laugh. ·but you must adm1l your clien ts certainly aren't
angels.· ·No,· said the a ttorney. -we leave that to you.·

CPA's

The CEO called a junior executive into his office. "We
need a CPA firm.· he boomed, ·c o get the best that you can
fmd. • Nervously. the executive began calling firms In the
yellow pages. He decided to ask each firm the same
question - "Wha t does two plus two equal?" He called the
first finn. "What is two plus two?" "Four, obvlously." the
CPA replied, "What else could It be?" The executive called
the next firm on his list. "Well.· saJd the CPA, "His torically.
It has always been four. Generally. It Is accepted tha t It Is
four. I'd be wtlllng say that we can be very nearly certain
·Student Lawyer that It's ... . .... . four.· The executive called the final firm
(I'hanks to M.S.K.} on his lis t. The CPA asked the executive to come over to his
office. Once the executive got there, the CPA looked around
Yet another altemattve to the Socratic method. ...
and carefully ushered him Into the office . The CPA drew
the curtains, d immed the lights. leaned forward, and
The Holmesian Method
whispered. "What do you want It to be?. He got the job.
The reasoning processes are rn uch like the Socratic
-Thank s to our anonymous source
method. The d1fference Is tha t the professor, taking the
part of Sherlock Holmes.ls the only one permitted to be St atisticians
rtght. and the rest of the class - all Dr. Watsons-must
And then there was the statistician who drowned
provlde him with dumb remarks and simplistic observa- trying to cross a river with an average depth of three feet.
tions. Actually. this doesn't sou nd like much of a
change, e.:'<cept for the cocaine and the violin.
Economists
· Student Lawyer
An economJst. a psychologist. and an s cience fiction

writer were stranded on a deserted Island. The only food
tha t they had were several cans of Campbell's chicken
soup. It soon became obvious that If they were not to
starve, they had to find a way of opening the cans. First.
the psychologis t spoke up. "Gorillas are known to open
coconuts by d ropping them from great heights onto
s harp stones which they have carefully Inserted Into the
ground. We could do the same things with the cans.·
"Oh, no.· the science fiction writer exclaimed. '"There is
a much easier way. In my latest book, the natives of
Alpha Centaurt open the clam-like spotted ribblesnorts
by crushing them with sharp rocks. I had my assistant
try It with clams when I wrote the story, so I know that
It works: ·Nonsense: crted the economist. "I can't
imagine why you two Insist on making this so difficult.
The answer Is really quite simple. First. assume we have
a can opener. . . . •

Scientists
I give you now Professor 1\vtst
A conscientious scientist.
Trustees exclaim, · He never bungles!"
And send him off to dJstant jungles.
His wife, while bathing In the NUe.
Was gobbled by a large reptile.
His assistant broke the sad news later,
The cuJprit, he said, an alligator.
Professor 1\vlst could not but smile.
-vou mean: he said, ·a crocodile:
-W ith apologies to Ogden Nash

Philosophers
A philosopher walks Into a diner and sits down. The
waitress comes by. He orders a cup of coffee. ·would you
like cream or sugar?· the waitress asks. "I think not.·
says the philosopher, and disappears.

Have a humorous holiday I

